START HERE

What need have you noticed?

Something I could never do
Something I might be able to do
Something I’m ready to do

What will your next step need to be?

Prayer
Some more time
A conversation
Some learning on this subject

Do you know someone who might be able to do this? (the ordained person can’t be your automatic answer)

Yes
No

A conversation
Some learning on this subject
Prayer
Some more time

I’m ready for the next step

Return to the start to decide if you’re ready or not

Speak to someone in leadership

Perhaps start the process again or pass on...

Pass the vision onto them, and support them as much as you can

This need can’t be addressed by me
I need to speak to someone else
I need to form and be part of a team to move this forwards
I need to undertake a course, learning opportunity or explore a vocation.

Outside agency for example - Town Council
Church leaders/PCC officers (the ordained person might be the answer but can’t be automatic)
Diocesan Staff
Like minded individuals

I’m ready to start!

Take any conclusions, or next steps onto the next page...